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Thank you for participating in the 2019 Augusta GreenJackets Education Day! This packet is full of
exercises designed for students to apply what they’ve learned in the classroom to real life situations
such as baseball. Each lesson has been structured based on the Standards of Learning, however each
problem was designed so teachers can add or decrease the difficulty based on how far along they
are in their classes. Classes are not required to complete the packet, however the GreenJackets
encourage doing so to get the full experience of our Education Day at SRP Park.
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Grade Level K-2
Social Studies- Location of Teams
To better acquaint students with cities and states, students will research the cities and states where
the Augusta GreenJackets play throughout the season. Students will use map skills to describe
locations of places on a map, and compare features of his/her local community with that of other
communities. Students would be advised to use a map of the United States with mileage scales, a
variety of resources including internet sites, books, and other maps. Before the game or after the
game, students should work in teams to research a city or state of one of the Augusta GreenJackets’
opponents. At least one group of students should choose the team that the GreenJackets will face on
the School Day they attend. Some areas of research could include:
•
•
•

The capital of the state, population of the city and state
The other professional sports teams from the same state
Historical facts of interest

Mathematics- Problem Solving
Students have the opportunity to play with variations of numbers as organized on a baseball stadium
scoreboard. Students will use a variety of tactics to predict, estimate and compute using the scores
earned by teams during a baseball game with the use of student-made scoreboard. The teacher should
make a 2x9 matrix to represent a scoreboard, placing the opponent’s team name and the GreenJackets
name in front of the rows of nine. Include columns for runs, hits, and errors with a 2x12 matrix.
Students can then predict the score for each team per inning and then compute their prediction for
the final score. Use blank scoreboards to create all the ways that a team can score 15 runs in 9
innings, all the ways a team can go ahead of a team up by 5 in the 8th inning, or all the ways a team
can score x number of runs in x number of innings. Compare the predictions made to the actual score
of the game you attend. Students can analyze their predictions by team and by inning. How close were
your predictions? Which inning came closest to the predicted score?
Questions to ask your students when compiling the scoreboard:
1) How many runs would the GreenJackets need to score in an inning to make the predicted total for
that inning?
2) How many runs will the GreenJackets (or the opponent) need to score the remainder of the game to
equal the total predicted score for that team?
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English- Listening and Speaking: Skills, Strategies, and Applications
Before the game, teach the students the song “Take Me Out to the Ball Game.” (If you can find the book
with same name use that to help). Have the students work in teams of 3 or 4 to composite new words to
the song, celebrating or describing another part of the game or general baseball experience (the food, the
pitcher, the stadium, the fans, etc.). To follow-up, have the groups share with the entire class. While at the
game, listen to the sounds and music played throughout. Pay special attention when the “Take Me Out to
the Ball Game” song is played and sing along. After the game, write songs that may be sung to the tune
of “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” that are about other topics (for example, “Let Us Play Out at Recess,”
“School Lunches Aren’t Tasty,” or “A Liquid is Not a Solid.”)

Science- Use Your Senses
The object of this lesson is to allow students the opportunity to observe the baseball game using all five
senses (sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing), as well as create and use categories to organize a set of
objects, organisms and phenomena. Students will select instruments to make observations and organize
observations of an event, object or organism. The student will describe what they observe using all five
senses. Discuss how we take in information using all five senses and use that information to understand
the world. Begin by creating a list of words that describes a day at school, classifying each one as data
gained from looking, smelling, tasting, hearing, or touching. You may even have the children try this while
blindfolded. Record the information. While at the GreenJackets game allow students to explore with their
senses. For example during loud fan noise, use fingers to quickly plug and unplug ears to make the sound
come and go. Try tasting the ballpark food while holding one’s nose plugged. Does it taste the same?
Make a point to thoughtfully touch objects usually taken for granted: the seats, a ticket, a hot dog bun, the
railings, cotton candy, etc. Have students play “The Alphabet Game,” attempting to identify each of the
senses for every letter of the alphabet. Incorporate a game of “I Spy __,” “I Smell ___,” “I Feel ___,” etc.,
and use adjectives and adverbs until other students are able to guess the particular sensation. After the
game, have the students work in teams to make games, posters, books, or anything to showcase the sensory
experiences of the baseball game. For instance, a “Smellers” team could choose to make smell boxes of
game day smells (the leather mitt, the wood of the bat, the sweat of the players, etc). A “Touchers” team
could choose to approximate some of the textures of game day with classroom items, and classify the items
touched at the game as rough, smooth, cool, warm, soft, etc. On a poster chart. Also, make charts to say
what they saw, tasted, heard, smelled, and touched. From the list the students may illustrate a page which
can be combined to
form a book.
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Grade Level 3-5
History– Civics and Government
Explain the consequences of violating laws, and identify the duties and selection process for
local officials who make, apply, and enforce laws through governments. In addition, explain
why people need government by considering what life would be like in the absence of
government.
Discuss the umpire’s role in a baseball game. Compare and contrast a job of an
umpire with that of a police officer. In addition, compare the absence of government
with the idea of an absence of umpires in a baseball game.

Economics- Goods and Services
Give examples of goods and services provided by local government.
Give examples of goods and services offered by a ballpark.

Mathematics- Problem Solving
Analyze problems by identifying relationships, telling relevant from irrelevant information,
sequencing and prioritizing information, and observing patterns.
You are at a Augusta GreenJackets game with your Dad and two of your friends. The
GreenJackets score 6 runs in the 7th inning and 3 more in the 8th inning. The opposing
team scores 3 runs in the 3rd inning and 5 runs in the 5th inning. Which team is
leading after the 7th inning? If no other runs are scored who wins the game?

Mathematics- Computation
Represent as multiplication any situation that involves using a repeated addition.
There are 28 players on the Augusta GreenJackets roster, and each player autographs
3 baseballs to give to charity. How many total autographed baseballs do the
GreenJackets have available to donate to various charities?
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English– Listening and Speaking: Skills, Strategies, and Applications
Organize ideas chronologically (in the order that they happened) or around major points of
information.
Organize the events of your visit to Lake Olmstead Stadium with your class in
chronological order, beginning when you arrive at school in the morning and ending
when you leave school at the end of the day.

English– Reading Comprehension
Distinguish between cause and effect and between fact and opinion in informational text.
Using the local paper, select an article about a GreenJackets game and distinguish
between the facts of the game and the opinions of the author, coaches, players, etc.
Mentioned in the article.

Computer Technology- Basic Operations and Concepts
Demonstrate knowledge of the nature and operation of technology systems.
Discuss the common uses of computers and technology in baseball, such as television
and internet.

Computer Technology– Technology Research Tools
Use technology to locate, evaluate, and collect information from a variety of sources.
Have students access the San Francisco Giants website and collect information on 5
players. Have students access MLB.com and search for their players and see if the
information matches what they found on the Giants website.
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Grade Level 6-8
Social Studies– History
Analyze the cause-and-effect relationship, keeping in mind multiple-causation; including the
importance of individuals, ideas, human interests, beliefs, and chance in history.
Baseball is considered America’s favorite pastime. Research Georgia’s historical
events, times, beliefs and individuals that have played a major role in the game of
baseball today. Provide specific examples.

Mathematics– Computation
Understand proportions and use them to solve problems.
Cristian Paulino was the leader in stolen bases (SB) and was caught stealing (CS) 5
times in 25 attempts. Use a proportion to show how many times you would be caught
stealing in 56 attempts, in 130 attempts.

Mathematics- Measurement
Add, subtract, multiply and divide with money in decimal notation.
While at SRP Park with your mom and dad, you are going to purchase dinner. You
purchase three Hamburger Meals for $8.50 each. Your dad would like an Ice Cream
Cone for $3.50, your mom would like water for $2.25, and she would also like to share
a Cup of Dippin’ Dots with you for $4.00. What is the total price of the bill? How
much is each person’s total meal?

English– Writing
Identify all parts of speech (verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions,
conjunctions, and interjections) and types and structure of sentences.
Write a paragraph that describe your experience at SRP Park on Education Day.
Exchange papers with a partner and label the parts of speech and types of structure
in their sentences. In addition, offer suggestions as to how your partner can improve
their sentences.
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Reading–Contrast points of view:
Such as first person, third person, limited and omniscient, and subjective and objective – in narrative
text and explain how they affect the overall theme of the work.
After reading the poem Casey at the Bat (appendix A), discuss the point of view the
writer has chosen to tell the story and how this point of view affects the impact of the
poem on the reader. Discuss how the theme of the poem would be changed if told in
the first person, from the perceptive of Casey, the fans, the pitcher, or the umpire.

Science– Knowledge and Skills
The student will demonstrate injury prevention to promote personal and family health.
Discuss the safety steps taken by baseball players both before and during a game.
Also discuss the safety precautions the fans experience while attending a game.

Science– Scientific Thinking
Estimate distance in travel times from maps and the actual size of objects from scale
drawings.
Using a map of the United States, estimate the distance (in miles) from each of the
South Atlantic League cities to the city of the teams Major League affiliate. Refer to
Appendix B, for a list of SAL teams and their Major League affiliate. Which SAL teams
are closest to and farthest away from their Major League affiliate?
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Home Run Derby Curriculum
Grades 5-7
Objective:

To provide students with a hands-on mathematical experience comparing data from trial
(experimental) results with actual (theoretical) data.
Materials Needed: (per student)
o Baseball Card: Student’s player of choice (Examples: Michael Trout, Babe Ruth, Madison
Bumgarner Prince Fielder, Bryce Harper)
o 5 x 7 card stock for Fantasy Baseball Wheel Card
o Player Analysis Chart
o Calculator
o Protractor
o Compass
o Transparent Spinner
o Scratch paper
o Colored pencils (optional)
Materials Needed: (Instructor – in addition to the above items)
o Baseball Formula Page (p. 12)
o How to Fill Out a Player Analysis Chart (p. 13-14)
o How to Make a Player Wheel (p.18)
o Large chart paper & markers OR overhead & transparencies
o Extra Player Analysis Charts (p. 15-17)

Step 1 – Completing the Player Analysis Chart

o Distribute baseball cards to students, based on player of choice
o Briefly review information on backs of cards
o Lead students through the process of collecting the top row of data. Most stats can be taken
directly from the card. Use the formulas from page 8 to complete PA, 1B, Other Outs, FO, and
GO.
o Direct students to record each statistic as a ratio (Statistic/PA). Complete accuracy check
should equal 569/569.
o Lead students through process for:
1) Converting ratios to decimals (round to 4 places)
2) Finding the Degrees - Multiply decimal equivalent by 360 and round to nearest whole
number
3) Percentage – Round decimal equivalent to two digits and move decimal two spaces to the
right
** DO 1B and 2B together – students to finish on their own. Have students complete
accuracy checks
o If done accurately as stated above, accuracy checks should yield the following results:
		
Ratio = 526/526, Decimal Equivalent = 1,
Percentage = 100%, Degrees = 360. Ask students if they think the accuracy
check will always yield these results. (ANSWER: No, because of rounding,
results may be slightly different)
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Step 2 – Graphing the Player Wheel
o Using the Player Wheel, fill in the Name, Position & Year: Fill in the first (stats) and last (degrees) rows
of the chart at the bottom of the card. Have students follow your lead on their own blank Player Wheel
Card.
o Demonstrate how to graph the first two sectors (1B & 2B) of the wheel. Have students do these as well.
Be sure to label each sector with the appropriate statistical abbreviation. Students should then finish
graphing their own wheels
o Students can shade in sectors of the wheel with colored pencils (optional)

Step 3 – Home Run Derby (50 spins)
o Students to work in pairs – will be conducting 50 random spins using the Player Wheel each created.
Each spin must make at least 3 revolutions. Liners are “foul balls” and are to be spun over.
o On their own: On a sheet of scratch paper have students record their prediction for the number of Home
Runs they will generate in their 50 spins and total number they think will be generated by the whole group.
Students should also include a short explanation (1-2 sentences) explaining the reasoning behind their
predictions.
o 50 spins – partners tally HR vs. Other Outcomes
o Record individual results on overhead transparency or large chart paper
o Total the results – have students compare their predictions with the experimental data. Was anyone
right on??

Step 4 – Processing the Data/Making Probability Connections
o Record total results as HR/PA (spins)
o Have students convert this ratio to a decimal (4 places) and compare with the Decimal Equivalent on
the Player Analysis Chart (.0685) – Are they close?
o Have students multiply this decimal times 360 and round to the nearest whole number to find degrees.
Again, compare to the chart.
o Explain to students that with the more data generated (assuming random spins), the numbers from the
experiment (experimental or empirical data) should come closer to the actual (theoretical)
If time allows, repeat the experiment – compare then combine the sets. What
are the results?
Closing

o Present student(s) with the most HR out of 50 spins a small prize.
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Baseball Card Glossary
YR - The year the
player played for
a given team.

AVG - This number represents the player’s batting average. This average
is the decimal equivalent of the ratio of hits to official at bats.
AB - This represents the number of official at bats the player had during
the season. Official at bats do not include walks (BB), sacrifice hits
(sacrifice bunts, sacrifice flies), or being hit by a pitch (HBP).
NOTE: In order to use a baseball card in Fantasy Baseball, the player must
have at least 200 at bats in one season.
H - The number of hits a player got during the season. This
number represents the sum total of singles, doubles, triples,
and home runs the player accumulated during the season.
2B - The number of doubles or times the player reached
second base safely due to a hit.
3B - The number of triples or times the player
reached third base safely due to a hit.
HR - The number of home runs the player hit
during the season.
RBI - The number of runs batted in that the
player was credited with during the season.
This means that other players scored runs due
to the player’s hitting performance.
SB - The number of stolen bases the player
had during the season.
SO - The number of strikeouts the player had
during the season.
BB - The number of bases on balls (walks) the player
had during the season.
R - The number of runs scored by the player during the season.

TEAM - The team
played for during the
year.

G - The total number of games the player participated in during the year.
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Baseball Card Formulas
The following formulas are
needed to create a Fantasy
Baseball Team.
Batting Average (AVG.)
H		
AB		
=. _ _ _ (round to 3 decimal places

Batting Average (AVG.)
121
400 = .3205 = .303

Plate Appearances (PA)
AB + BB = _____

Plate Appearances (PA)
400 + 51 = 451

On-Base Percentage (OB %)
(H+BB)
PA		
=. _ _ _ (round to 3 decimal places)

On-Base Percentage (OB%)
121 + 51
172
451 = 451 = .3813 = .381

Home Run Ratio (HR; PA)
HR/HR
1
PA/HR =
x = 1 : _____

Home Run Ratio (HR; PA)
10/10
1
451/10 = 45
= 1 : 45

(round to nearest whole
number)

Strikeout Ratio (SO; PA)
SO/SO
1
PA/SO =
x =1 :_____
		
(round to nearest whole
number)

Total Bases (TB)
H + 2B + 2(3B) + 3(HR) = _____

Slugging Average (SLG.)
TB
AB		
= . _ _ _ (round to 3 decimal places)
Singles (1B) (used on Player Analysis Chart)
H - 2B - 3B - HR = _____
Other Outs (used on Player Analysis Chart)
AB - H - SO = _____

Strikeout Ratio (SO; PA)
58/58
1
451/58 = 7.7
=1:8

Total Bases (TB)
121 + 19 + 2(1) + 3(10) =
121 + 19 + 2 + 30 = 172
Slugging Average (SLG.)
172
400
= .4300 = .430
Singles (1B) (used on Player Analysis Chart)
121 - 19 - 1 - 10 = 91
Other Outs (used on Player Analysis Chart)
400 - 121 - 58 = 221
Fly Outs
(If Other Outs is an odd number, increase FO by 1)

Fly Outs
(If Other Outs is an odd number, increase FO by 1)

FO =

other outs

FO =

2

= _____

221
2

= 111

Ground Outs
(If Other Outs is an odd number, just increase GO by
1)

Ground Outs
(If Other Outs is an odd number, just increase GO by 1)

221
GO = 2

Other outs

GO =

2

= _____

12

= 111

How to Fill Out a Player Analysis Chart
Here are 7 steps to walk you through the process of
completing a Player Analysis Chart. You will need to
use this process for each of your players.

1. Record data directly from the baseball card.

PA

AB

H

.370

101

1B

Position RF

YEAR 2017

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

22

4

15

39

97

293

144

147

Accuracy
Check

Name Sandro Fabian

PA

AB

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

526

495

129

104

10

11

4

31

73

293

144

147

Accuracy
Check

2. Use the formulas to complete the top row of the chart.

PA

AB

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

526

495

129

104

10

11

4

31

73

293

144

147

104/526

10/526

11/526

4/526

31/526

73/526

144/526

147/526

RATIO

Accuracy
Check

3. Record each ratio as a fraction.

PA

AB

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

526

495

129

104

10

11

4

31

73

293

144

147

RATIO

104/526

10/526

11/526

4/526

31/526

73/526

144/526

147/526

DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT

0.1977

0.0190

0.0209

0.0076

0.0589

0.1387

0.2737

0.2794
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Accuracy
Check

4. Convert each fraction (ratio) to its decimal equivalent by dividing the numerator
by the denominator. Round to four places.

PA

AB

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

526

495

129

104

10

11

4

31

73

293

144

147

RATIO

104/526

10/526

11/526

4/526

31/526

73/526

144/526

147/526

DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT

0.1977

0.0190

0.0209

0.0076

0.0589

0.1387

0.2737

0.2794

PERCENTAGE

19%

2%

2%

1%

6%

13%

27%

28%

Accuracy
Check

5. Round each decimal to two places. Record the percentages for each statistic.

6. Multiply each decimal equivalent by 360 (the number of degrees in a circle).
Round to the nearest whole number. Record this as the number of degrees for each
statistic.

AB

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

526

495

129

104

10

11

4

31

73

293

144

147

RATIO

104/526

10/526

11/526

4/526

31/526

73/526

144/526

147/526

DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT

0.1977

0.0190

0.0209

0.0076

0.0589

0.1387

0.2737

0.2794

PERCENTAGE

19%

2%

2%

1%

6%

13%

27%

28%

71

7

8

3

22

47

99

101

DEGREES

Accuracy
Check

PA

7. Check for accuracy. Make sure that your decimals add up to be very close to 1.000,
your percentage totals are between 99 and 101, and that your degree totals are
between 358 and 362.

AB

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

526

495 129

104

10

11

4

31

73

293

144

147

RATIO

104/526

10/526

11/526

4/526

31/526

73/526

144/526

147/526

526/526

DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT

0.1977

0.0190

0.0209

0.0076

0.0589

0.1387

0.2737

0.2794

1.0000

PERCENTAGE

19%

2%

2%

1%

6%

13%

27%

28%

100%

71

7

8

3

22

47

99

101

360

DEGREES
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Accuracy
Check

PA

Player Analysis Charts
It’s time to break down your players’ statistics a bit further. On the next
three pages, you will find eight blank Player Analysis Charts - one for each of
your position players. Completing these charts will enable you to accurately
construct circle graphs on the Player Wheel Cards your teacher will provide
for you. Use the two pages entitled, “How to Fill Out a Player Analysis Chart”,
and follow the step-by-step instructions. You will also want to refer to the
Baseball Formula Sheet to complete portions of your charts.

AB

H

1B

2B

3B

YEAR
HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

Accuracy
Check

PA

Position

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

Accuracy
Check

Name

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES

Name
PA

Position
AB

H

1B

2B

3B

YEAR
HR

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES
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BB

SO

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

Accuracy
Check

AB

YEAR

Accuracy
Check

PA

Position

Accuracy
Check

Name

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES

Name
PA

Position
AB

H

1B

2B

3B

YEAR
HR

BB

SO

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES

Name
PA

Position
AB

H

1B

2B

3B

YEAR
HR

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES
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BB

SO

H

1B

2B

3B

HR

BB

SO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

OTHER
OUTS

FO

GO

Accuracy
Check

AB

YEAR

Accuracy
Check

PA

Position

Accuracy
Check

Name

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES

Name
PA

Position
AB

H

1B

2B

3B

YEAR
HR

BB

SO

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES

Name
PA

Position
AB

H

1B

2B

3B

YEAR
HR

RATIO
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT
PERCENTAGE
DEGREES

17

BB

SO

Player Wheel Instructions
1. Transfer your Player Analysis Information onto a
5x7 card (the Player Wheel Card). You will need a
ruler to draw the chart lines.
2. Write the player’s name, position, and the chosen year on your Player Wheel Card.
3. Determine your preferred order of placement for each statistical category. Create a
separate sector on the Player Wheel for each statistic using the following method.

Step 1: Use your compass to draw a circle 3 1/2 “ in diameter.

Then take your protractor and measure the appropriate angle for
the first statistical category. Mark off the angle.

Step 2: Draw a radius connecting the center of the Player Wheel

circle to your marked angle.

Step 3: Label this section of your wheel with the correct

abbreviation.

4. Continue to measure angles and record abbreviations until all statistics are on the wheel.
You may want to add color to each section of the wheel.
5. Decorate the back of your Player Wheel with team logos, color, or any artwork you wish!
Have fun and be creative.
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competition is the mother of invention
Grades 5-7

Focus:
Children conceptualize an invention that would improve the performance of a particular player on a baseball team or an
invention that would make the job of a stadium worker a little bit easier.
Students will be able to: Explain the operation of a simple mechanical device

Objective:
The children will be able to observe events and explain how to effect a change in that event for a specific purpose.

Materials Needed: (per student)
o Paper
o Pencil

Before the Game
List the people who they will likely be able to observe at the ballgame. What are their roles and functions? Children choose
which role they would like to analyze in order to invent them. Teams of children can decide to work for the pitcher, the
batter, the fielder, the catcher, the ticket taker, the food vendor, the usher, the fan, and more.

Beyond the Game
Teams discuss the observations they made of their “client” at the ballgame. Choose one component of a person’s actions
or an attribute of the tools they use or of the stadium/environment itself and invent a way to improve or simplify their
performance. Their improvements might consist of a more efficient way of moving, an improvement on a tool, a new tool to
use, an adjustment made to the working environment, or something the “client” might wear. Diagrams and descriptions of
these inventions can be shared with the other teams of inventors and the best ones sent to the GreenJackets.
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Stadium Consultants Curriculum
Grades: 6-8
Subject: Mathematics
Objectives:
Students will analyze basic conditions for operating Major League Baseball stadiums, identify
how different situations effect the economics of operation; compare the costs of tickets, the
number of tickets sold, and other data to make evaluations for taking action in the future.
Class Time:
Two or more 50-minute periods (one for generating and collecting present day data; the other
for collecting and comparing past data)
Resource Needed:
To complete this curriculum all procedures can be found on: http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/
baseball/teachers

All lessons can be printed for free as a resource to teachers.
Stadium Consultant Chart (provided on next page)
Internet access to ESPN Sports:
http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/teams
Extended activities:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/buildingbig/dome/challenge/
Background Information:

The class becomes a business partnership of Stadium Consultants. Each student consultant
has been called in to analyze the attendance and ticket prices of one Major League Baseball
stadium, and will make recommendations as to how much (more or less) tickets will have to
cost next year or if more or less money should be spent on player salaries or if there is enough
money to build a dome over the stadium for rainy day play, and other creative options to
present to the owners.
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STADIUM CONSULTANTS CHART
Name of Consultant ______________________________________________

Date of Consultation _____________________________________________

Names of Stadium and Team _______________________________________

Median Ticket Cost _______________________________________________

2017 Annual Attendance __________________________________________

Total 2017 Annual Ticket Income ___________________________________
(Median Ticket Cost x 2017 Attendance)

Total 2016 Annual Attendance______________________________________

Total 2016 Annual Ticket Income ___________________________________
(Median Ticket Cost x 2016 Attendance)
Increase or Decrease in Ticket Income ______________________________
(Total 2017 Annual Ticket Income – Total 2016 Annual Ticket Income)

Projected 2018 Ticketing Amounts _________________________________
(Increase or Decrease in Ticket Income / Annual Attendance to be Added
or Subtracted to the 2017 Ticketing Amounts)
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Shadow Ball Curriculum
Grade: 6-8			
Objectives:

Students will learn basic terms and rules for playing baseball; identify how different players
interact on offense and defense; analyze the times, distances, and speeds for running,
throwing, and hitting; and actively play out the complex interactions of players in a simulated
game.
Class Time:

Two or more 50-minute periods (one for generating and collecting data; one for playing the
game of Shadow Ball; one or more for each Extension activity)
Resources Needed:

•
•
•

http://www.pbs.org/kenburns/baseball/teachers
Teachers need to download the procedures from this site
Running, Throwing, and Hitting Charts (provided on the next 2 pages)
Dice or a Spinner

Background Information:
Shadow Ball is pantomiming the game of baseball – going through well-timed and believable
motions that give the illusion of actually playing a game.
Chart: Running Times

Time to Run from Home Plate to First Base __________________________
Time to Run from Home Plate to Second Base ________________________
Time to Run from Home Plate to Third Base _________________________
Time to Run from Home Plate to Home Plate _________________________
Time to Run from First Base to Second Base _________________________
Time to Run from First Base to Third Base ___________________________
Time to Run from First Base to Home Plate __________________________
Time to Run from Second Base to Third Base _________________________
Time to Run from Second Base to Home Plate ________________________
Time to Run from Third Base to Home Plate __________________________
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Chart: Hitting Times

Time until a Bunt stops rolling ____________________________________
Time until a Ground Ball gets to the Infielders ______________________
Time until a Ground Ball gets to the Outfielders ____________________
Time until a Line Drive Ball gets to the Infielders ____________________
Time until a Line Drive Ball gets to the Outfielders __________________
Time until a Pop Fly Ball gets to the Infielders ______________________
Time until a Pop Fly Ball gets to the Outfielders _____________________

Chart: Throwing Times

Time to Throw from Home Plate to First Base ________________________
Time to Throw from Home Plate to Second Base ______________________
Time to Throw from Home Plate to Third Base _______________________
Time to Throw from Home Plate to the Pitcher _______________________
Time to Throw from First Base to First Base _________________________
Time to Throw from First Base to Second Base _______________________
Time to Throw from First Base to Third Base ________________________
Time to Throw from First Base to the Pitcher ________________________
Time to Throw from Second Base to First Base _______________________
Time to Throw from Second Base to Second Base _____________________
Time to Throw from Second Base to Third Base ______________________
Time to Throw from Second Base to the Pitcher ______________________
Time to Throw from Third Base to First Base ________________________
Time to Throw from Third Base to Second Base ______________________
Time to Throw from Third Base to Third Base ________________________
Time to Throw from Third Base to the Pitcher _______________________
Time to Throw from Left Field to First Base _________________________
Time to Throw from Left Field to Second Base _______________________
Time to Throw from Left Field to Third Base _________________________
Time to Throw from Left Field to the Pitcher ________________________
Time to Throw from Left Field to Home Plate ________________________
Time to Throw from Left Field to the Cutoff _________________________
Time to Throw from Center Field to First Base _______________________
Time to Throw from Center Field to Second Base _____________________
Time to Throw from Center Field to Third Base ______________________
Time to Throw from Center Field to the Pitcher ______________________
Time to Throw from Center Field to Home Plate ______________________
Time to Throw from Center Field to the Cutoff ______________________
Time to Throw from Right Field to First Base ________________________
Time to Throw from Right Field to Second Base ______________________
Time to Throw from Right Field to Third Base ________________________
Time to Throw from Right Field to the Pitcher __________________
Time to Throw from Right Field to Home Plate __________________
Time to Throw from Right Field to the Cutoff __________________
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Spelling Words
Grades 2-5
record

fans

American

save

mascot

National

roster

infielder

stadium

anthem

photographer

base

pitch

player

bunt

memories

opponent

ball

slide

pitcher

walk

pastime

bat boy

safe

average

all-star

ballpark

run

coach

tickets

career

trainer

championship

season

visitors

World Series

shutout

outfielder

homerun

prospect

batter

triple

win

team

double

lose

crowd

single

strike-out

umpire

highlights

position

announcer

history

steal

manager

streak

outs

reporter

bench

sweep

catcher

attendance

balk

starter

victory

strike

league

game

statistics
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Bernoulli’s Principle Curriculum
Grades: 4–8
Subject: Science (Physics)
Objectives:
Students will observe physics in action through the sport of Baseball.
Class Time:
Time taken, for the Bernoulli’s Principle Curriculum, will be the teacher’s discretion.
Resources Needed:
2 Tennis or Ping-Pong Balls
String (scissors)
Masking Tape
All Material for this activity came from:
http://www.pbs.org
In the classroom Science of Sports: Better Baseball
Background Information:
Question:
Would knowing the science behind a sport help a person become a better athlete? Why or why not?

What makes a curve ball curve? The stitches on a ball actually make it curve. The pitcher’s fingers
hold the ball along a seam, so when the ball is thrown with a snapping motion, it has topspin. Friction
provided by the stitches causes a thin layer of air to move around the spinning ball in such a way that
air pressure on top of the ball is greater than on the bottom, causing the ball to curve downward – and
the batter to miscalculate the position of the ball. The curve ball phenomenon occurs partly because
of the relationship between the pressure of a fluid and its velocity. Does this principle sound familiar?
It was determined by 18th-century Swiss Scientist and mathematician Daniel Bernoulli and is known
as the Bernoulli principle.
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According to this theory, the faster a fluid moves, the less pressure it exerts. Where do we usually see
an application of Bernoulli’s principle? (Flight aerodynamics)
How does the Bernoulli principle apply to baseball?
A spinning baseball has more air turbulence on top of the ball, producing slower air speed over the
ball. Meanwhile, air moving under the ball accelerates and moves faster, producing less pressure on
the bottom of the ball. The ball moves downward faster than would normally be expected.
Activity:
1.

Attach one end of a string to a tennis or ping-pong ball with the
masking tape.

2. Do the same to the other string and ball.
3.

Hang the balls from a horizontal bar or a dowel rod. Place the
balls at the same level and about 3 cm apart.

4. Put your mouth between the two balls about 2 or 3 inches from
them.

5. What do you think will happen to the balls when you blow a 		
steady stream of air between them?

6. Try it!

7.

What did you observe?

8. Attempt to explain your observation.
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HOW TO CALCULATE A PLAYER’S

BATTING
AVERAGE
Grades 5-6

A player’s Batting Average (AVG) represents the amount of hits that the player accumulates per
appearance at the plate. To compute batting average, you divide the number of Base Hits (H) by the
number of At Bats (AB). The equation is:

		
		 (H) = AVG
		(AB) (Rounded to 3 spaces after the decimal)

Sample Problem:
If a batter had 169 hits from 503 at bats in 2017, what was his batting average for the 2017 season?
				
				169								
Hits = 169			
503 = AVG = .336
At Bats = 503					
His batting average was .336
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Batting Average Problems
1. If Dustin Pedroia has 102 hits in 529 at bats, what is his batting 		
average with the GreenJackets?

2. Christian Arroyo, has 81 hits in 369 at bats. His teammate, Bryan
Reynolds, had 73 hits in 338 at bats. Who had the higher batting
average at the end of the season?

3. If Skyler Ewing has a .247 batting average in 1759 at bats. How
many hits does he have?

4. If Sandro Fabian played in 93 games and had 65 hits. What would
his batting average be if he had 230 at bats?
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HOW TO CALCULATE A PITCHER’S

ERA
Grades 6-7

A statistic known as ERA, short for Earned Run Average, is used to track a pitcher’s performance
throughout his career. It indicates how many batters a pitcher has allowed to score. So, the lower a
pitcher’s ERA, the fewer number of runs a pitcher has given up in innings pitched. To calculate ERA,
you multiply the total number of Earned Runs (ER) and divide the result by total Innings Pitched (IP).
The equation is:

		
			
(ER) x 9 = ERA
		
		
			
(IP
(rounded to 2 spaces after the decimal)

Sample Problem:
A pitcher pitches a complete game (9 innings), and he gives up only one run. What is his
ERA for this game:
				
(1 x 9)/ 9
= ERA = 1.00
ER = 1
IP = complete game = 9					
The pitcher’s ERA is 1.00
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ERA Problems
1. Madison Bumgarner pitched 121.1 innings, and gave up 33 earned
runs. What was his ERA for the 2014 season?

2. If Dan Slania has an ERA of 4.17. If he gives up 51 earned runs, 		
how many innings will he need to pitch?

3. Cory Taylor had an ERA of 4.16. If he pitched 101.2 innings, how
many earned runs did he give up?

4. As a staff if the GreenJackets starting pitchers allowed 477
earned runs in 1207.1 innings, what is the team ERA?
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HOW TO CALCULATE A BATTER’S

SLUGGING
PERCENTAGE
Grades 7-8

A player’s slugging percentage (SLG) can be found by dividing the Total number of Bases (TB) of all
base hits by the total number of times At Bat (AB). The equation is:

(TB)
			
(AB)

= SLUGGING PERCENTAGE
=(rounded to 3 spaces after the decimal)

Total number of bases (TB) is calculated by assigning the following numbers to each base hit:

Single = 1
Triple = 3

Double =2
Home Run = 4

Sample Problem:
In 4 at bats, a batter hit a single and a double. What was his slugging percentage for the game?
TB = 1 single + 1 double = 1+2 = 3 3
AB = 4					
4 = SLG = .750
						His slugging percentage was .750
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Slugging Percentage Problems
1. Ryder Jones finishes his season with a slugging percentage of
.357, with 283 at bats. How many total bases did Ryder Jones have?

2. If Anthony Marks hit 37 singles, 9 doubles, 2 triples, and 1 home
runs in 162 at bats, how many total bases did he have in 2016?

3. If Aramis Garcia hit 101 singles, 16 doubles, 3 triples, and 2 home
runs in 276 at bats, what was his slugging percentage?

4. In 2015, Hunter Cole hit for 59 total bases in 205 at bats. If, 		
he hits for 152 total bases in 386 at bats in 2016, which year did he
have a higher slugging percentage?
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HOW TO CALCULATE A PITCHER’S

WIN/LOSS
AVERAGE
Grades 6-8

The win/loss average is computed by dividing the number of games won (W) by the total number of
decisions (TD). The equation is:

(W)/(TD)
= win/loss average
(rounded to 3 spaces after the decimal point)

Sample Problem:
A pitcher has 90 total decisions. Of these, he has 64 wins. What is his win/loss average?
				
W = 64
TD = 90			
64
					
90 = .711

						
						The pitcher’s win/loss average is .711
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Win/Loss Average Problems
1. If Chase Johnson wins 4 games out of 11 total decisions, what was
his win/loss average?

2. If Matt Solter wins 6 games and ended with a win/loss average
of .750, how many total decisions did Matt Solter receive as a
GreenJackets player in 2017?

3. In 2017, Domenic Mazza won 2 games out of 9 total decisions. If he
won 5 games out of 11 total decisions in 2017, which year will he
have a higher win/loss average?

4. Sam Coonrod pitched in 12 games. Out of 6 decisions, he had 3
wins. What was his win/loss average in 2017?
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size/dimensions of a baseball field
Grades 6-8
Objective:

Although baseball is the same basic sport, regardless of whether it’s played on a little league or a professional playing
field, the size of the field may vary.
Materials Needed: (per student)
o Dimensions of SRP Park (field) and a regulation little league field
o Rulers
o Paper
o Pencil
o Protractors (optional)
o Graph Paper
procedure:
1. Instruct the students to compare the dimensions of the GreenJackets field with those of a regulation little league
field (see diagrams 1& 2). Make bar graphs comparing:

o The outfield distances
o The distance from base to base
o The distance from mound to home
o The distance from home to the backstop
o The distance from the pitcher’s mound to the grass line of the infield
o The distance from third base line to the coaches’ box.
o The Right Field, Center Field, and Left Field distances
		
Note: Little League outfield dimensions: Left Field 210 ft.; Center Field 210 ft.; Right Field 210 ft. SRP Park
outfield dimensions: Left Field 330 ft.; Center Field 395 ft.; Right Field 318 ft.
2. Using their scale drawings, calculate the following:
SRP PARK FIELD

LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD

Area of infield square feet
Area of infield square inches
Distance from pitchers’ mound to
home plate (in feet)
Distance from pitchers’ mound to
home plate (in inches)
Distance from base to base in feet
Distance from base to base in inches

3. How many square inches larger is SRP Park’s field infield compared to the little league infield?
4. Find the perimeter of each infield. What is the difference in perimeter between the two fields?
5. If a runner is traveling at 10 ft/sec., how long will it take to get from home plate to first base? Determine for both
the little league field and SRP Park
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size/dimensions of a baseball field
Grades 6-8

6. Now instruct the students to convert their measurements to the metric measurements. Explain to the students
why it is important to understand both systems of measurement. This is important to know as baseball continues to
expand into international markets.
7. AT THE GAME:
Use diagram 3 (blank baseball field) to plot where each GreenJackets player hit the ball in each inning. Estimate
the distance the ball traveled by using the following scale: 1 inch. =20 ft. What is the total distance the ball traveled
per inning?
8. BEYOND THE GAME:
There is a plot of land near school where a baseball field could be constructed; if the perimeter of the available
land is 400 ft. by 400 ft. would you be able to construct a little league field or a professional field the size of SRP
Park’s field? Draw the field with the correct dimensions.
Determine the area of a chalkboard eraser. How many chalkboard erasers would it take to cover SRP Park’s field
playing surface (just the infield, infield and outfield)?
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Fun For All!
Baseball’s Past Word Scramble
Directions: Unscramble the following jumbles to find ten famous
players.
1) det lilimsaw 		

______________________________________

2) ntas suaiml		

______________________________________

3) yt bobc			______________________________________
4) elwili ayms		

______________________________________

5) noush gnarew		

______________________________________

6) ookrsb borisnno

______________________________________

7) lca pkirin rj.		

______________________________________

8) ysrthci ewtahmons

______________________________________

9) zioze tshmi		

______________________________________

10) enk eyfrfig rj.		

______________________________________
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Baseball Terms and Phases
Across:

Down:

1. What you catch the ball with

2. If you get two outs in one

3. The guy that calls you out or safe
7. Get 4 of these and you get first base
free

play
4. A hit for one base

5. Get 3 of these and yer out!
8. When a fielder bobbles the ball
6. When you pitch it ‘up and in’
9. When you try to hit the ball without
10. When the pitch is not hit in fair
swinging
territory
11. What you hit the ball with
12. Swiping second gets you one of
14. Touch ‘em all!
these
15. A hit for two bases

13. A hit for three bases
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Appendix A

Casey at the Bat
By Ernest Lawrence Thayer
The outlook wasn’t brilliant for the Mudville nine that day;
The score stood four to two, with but one inning more to play,
And then when Cooney died at first, and Barrows did the same,
A pall-like silence fell upon the patrons of the game.
A straggling few got up to go in deep despair. The rest
Clung to that hope which springs eternal in the human breast;
They thought, “If only Casey could but get a whack at that –
We’d put up even money now, with Casey at the bat.”
But Flynn preceded Casey, as did also Jimmy Blake,
And the former was a hoodoo, while the latter was a cake;
So upon that stricken multitude grim melancholy sat;
For there seemed but little chance of Casey getting to the bat.
But Flynn let drive a single, to the wonderment of all,
And Blake, the much despised, tore the cover off the ball;
And when the dust had lifted, and men saw what had occurred,
There was Jimmy safe at second and Flynn a-hugging third.
Then from five thousand throats and more there rose a lusty yell;
It rumbled through the valley, it rattled in the dell;
It pounded on the mountain and recoiled upon the flat,
For Casey, mighty Casey, was advancing to the bat.
There was ease in Casey’s manner as he stepped into his place;
There was pride in Casey’s bearing and a smile lit Casey’s face.
And when, responding to the cheers, he lightly doffed his hat,
No stranger in the crowd could doubt ‘twas Casey at the bat.
Ten thousand eyes were on him as he rubbed his hands with dirt.
Five thousand tongues applauded when he wiped them on his shirt.
Then while the writhing pitcher ground the ball into his hip,
Defiance flashed in Casey’s eye, a sneer curled Casey’s lip.
And now the leather-covered sphere came hurtling through the air,
And Casey stood a-watching it in haughty grandeur there.
Close by the sturdy batsman the ball unheeded sped –
“That ain’t my style,” said Casey. “Strike one!” the umpire said.
From the benches, black with people, there went up a muffled roar,
Like the beating of the storm-waves on a stern and distant shore;
“Kill him! Kill the umpire!” shouted some one on the stand;
And it’s likely they’d have killed him had not Casey raised his hand.
With a smile of Christian charity great Casey’s visage shone;
He stilled the rising tumult; he bade the game go on;
He signaled to the pitcher, and once more the dun sphere flew;
But Casey still ignored it, and the umpire said, “Strike two!”
“Fraud!” cried the maddened thousands, and echo answered, “Fraud!”
But one scornful look from Casey and the audience was awed.
They saw his face grow stern and cold, they saw his muscles strain,
And they knew that Casey wouldn’t let that ball go by again.
The sneer has fled from Casey’s lip, the teeth are clenched in hate;
He pounds with cruel violence his bat upon the plate.
And now the pitcher holds the ball, and now he lets it go,
And now the air is shattered by the force of Casey’s blow.
Oh, somewhere in this favored land the sun is shining bright,
The band is playing somewhere, and somewhere hearts are light,
And somewhere men are laughing, and little children shout;
But there is no joy in Mudville – mighty Casey has struck out.

South Atlantic League Baseball

Northern Division

Delmarva Shorebirds Greensboro Grasshoppers
(Baltimore Orioles)
(pittsburgh pirates)

Hagerstown Suns
(Washington Nationals)

Hickory Crawdads
(Texas Rangers)

Kannapolis Intimidators Lakewood BlueClaws
(Chicago White Sox)
(Philadelphia Phillies)

Southern Division

Asheville Tourists
(Colorado Rockies)

Columbia Fireflies
(New York Mets)

Greenville Drive
(Boston Red Sox)

		
West Virginia Power
(seattle mariners)

Rome Braves
(Atlanta Braves)
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Augusta GreenJackets

(San Francisco Giants)

Charleston RiverDogs
(New York Yankees)

Lexington Legends
(Kansas City Royals)

Appendix b

larry doby
Larry Doby (a native of Camden, SC) was an American professional baseball player in the Negro leagues and
Major League Baseball. He was the second black player to break baseball’s color barrier and the first black
player in the American League. At age 17 he began his professional career with the Newark Eagles as the
team’s second baseman. Doby joined the U.S. Navy during World War II and after completing his Military
service, returned to baseball in 1946 where he helped the Eagles with the Negro League World Series.
In July 1947 – three months after Jackie Robinson made history with the Brooklyn Dodger – Doby broke
the Major League Baseball color barrier in the American League when he signed a contract to play with the
Cleveland Indians. Doby was the first player to go directly to the majors from the Negro Leagues. Doby was
a seven-time All-Star center fielder and was one of the first African-American players to win a world series
when the Indians won the title in 1948. Doby also helped the Indians win a franchise-record 111 games
and the American League pennant in 1954. He also finished second in the American League Most Valuable
Player award voting and was the American League’s RBI Leader and home run champion. He went on to play
for the Chicago White Sox, Detroit Tigers and Chunichi Dragons before retiring as a player in 1962.
Doby later served as the second black manager in the Majors with the Chicago White Sox, and in 1995 was
appointed to a position in the American League’s executive office. He also served as a director with the New
Jersey Nets (of the NBA).
He was selected to the National Baseball Hall of Fame in 1998 by the Hall’s Veterans Committee. He became
the first member born in South Carolina to be elected to the Hall. Although he was the first to play in Major
League Baseball, Doby was the last member elected to the Hall of the four players to ever play in both a
Negro League and Major League Baseball World Series.
And somewhere men are laughing, and little children shout;
But there is no joy in Mudville – mighty Casey has struck out.
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Appendix c

jackie robinson
Jack Roosevelt Robinson was born in Cairo, Georgia in 1919 to a family of sharecroppers. His mother, Mallie
Robinson, single-handedly raised Jackie and her four other children. They were the only black family on
their block, and the prejudice they encountered only strengthened their bond. From this humble beginning
would grow the first baseball player to break Major League Baseball’s color barrier that segregated the sport
for more than 50 years.
Growing up in a large, single-parent family, Jackie excelled early at all sports and learned to make his own
way in life. At UCLA, Jackie became the first athlete to win varsity letters in four sports: baseball, basketball,
football and track. In 1941, he was named to the All-American football team. Due to financial difficulties, he
was forced to leave college and eventually decided to enlist in the U.S. Army. After two years in the army,
he had progressed to second lieutenant. Jackie’s army career was cut short when he was court-martialed
in relation to his objections with incidents of racial discrimination. In the end, Jackie left the Army with an
honorable discharge.
In 1945, Jackie played one season in the Negro Baseball League, traveling all over the Midwest with the
Kansas City Monarchs. But greater challenges and achievements were in store for him. In 1947, Brooklyn
Dodgers president Branch Rickey approached Jackie about joining the Brooklyn Dodgers. The Major Leagues
had not had an African-American player since 1889, when baseball became segregated. When Jackie first
donned a Brooklyn Dodger uniform, he pioneered the integration of professional athletics in America. By
breaking the color barrier in baseball, the nation’s preeminent sport, he courageously challenged the deeply
rooted custom of racial segregation in both the North and the South.
At the end of Robinson’s rookie season with the Brooklyn Dodgers, he had become National League Rookie
of the Year with 12 homers, a league-leading 29 steals, and a .297 average. In 1949, he was selected as the
NL’s Most Valuable player of the Year and also won the batting title with a .342 average that same year. As a
result of his great success, Jackie was eventually inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1962.
Jackie married Rachel Isum, a nursing student he met at UCLA, in 1946. As an African-American baseball
player, Jackie was on display for the whole country to judge. Rachel and their three children, Jackie Jr.,
Sharon and David, provided Jackie with the emotional support and sense of purpose essential for bearing
the pressure during the early years of baseball.
Jackie Robinson’s life and legacy will be remembered as one of the most important in American history. In
1997, the world celebrated the 50th Anniversary of Jackie’s breaking Major League Baseball’s color barrier.
In doing so, we honored the man who stood defiantly against those who would work against racial equality
and acknowledged the profound influence of one man’s life on the American culture. On the date of
Robinson’s historic debut, all Major League teams across the nation celebrated this milestone. Also that year,
The United States Post Office honored Robinson by making him the subject of a commemorative postage
stamp.
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